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M  E  M  O R  A  N  D  U  M 

TO: Charleston Marina Advisory Committee and All Interested Parties 

FROM: Ray Dwire, Charleston Marina Manager 

DATE:  May 1, 2024 

SUBJECT: Charleston Marina Advisory Committee Meeting Notice 

A regular meeting of the Charleston Marina Advisory Committee has been scheduled for: 

DATE: Wednesday, May 8, 2024 

TIME: 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. 

LOCATION: Charleston Marina RV Park Recreation Room 
63402 Kingfisher Road 
Charleston, OR 97420 

VIRTUAL: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89569988709?pwd=H5caU2rtLaT56IeUqcpi2JqBqf5mfR.1 

Via Phone:  (253) 215 8782 
Meeting ID:  895 6998 8709 
Passcode:  157684 

Members of the public may attend and provide comment to the Committee in person or via Zoom. 
The Committee will be attending Zoom telephonically (not via video). 

Lunch will be provided for the Charleston Marina Advisory Committee members. 

Guests are encouraged to bring their own lunch. Many local businesses offer boxed and to-go 
lunches. Please feel free to contact any of them to purchase a meal to bring to the meeting, or feel 
free to bring your own. 

RD/kk 
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OREGON INTERNATIONAL PORT OF COOS BAY 
CHARLESTON MARINA ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

12:00 p.m., Wednesday, May 8, 2024 
Charleston Marina RV Park Recreation Room 

T E N T A T I V E   A G E N D A 

1. Call Meeting to Order

2. Introductions of Guests and Port Staff

3. Review and Approval of January 17, 2024 Meeting Minutes

4. Current Projects Update

5. Financial Data Review

6. Discussion of Proposed Budget for FY 2024/25

7. Roundtable Discussion on Facilities Maintenance Needs/New Issues from the Customers’
and Staff Perspectives

8. Public Comment

9. Committee Comments

10. Next Meeting Date: Wednesday, July 17, 2024 at 12:00 p.m.

11. Adjourn
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Review Meeting 

Minutes 
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OREGON INTERNATIONAL PORT OF COOS BAY 
CHARLESTON MARINA ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

12:00 p.m., Wednesday, January 17, 2024 
Charleston Marina RV Park, Recreation Room 

DRAFT MINUTES 

ATTENDANCE 

Advisory Members:   
Nick Nylander, Chair; Tyler Long; Lou Leberti; Kyle Cox; and Kathleen Hornstuen.  Michael Armstrong 
and Knute Nemeth were absent.  

Port Staff:  
Mike Dunning, Chief Port Operations Officer; Ray Dwire, Charleston Marina Manager; Matt Friesen, 
Director of External Affairs; Trent Walker, Maintenance Foreman; Richard Poetzl, Maintenance; and 
Krystal Karcher, HR Generalist. 

Guests:   
Melissa Clemens, Charleston Fishing Families and F/V Dani C; Ed Fleming, S/V Merganser; Rex Leach, 
F/V Texas Lady and Ms. Julie; Rick Lilienthal, F/V Nel Ron Dic; Shaun Cutting, F/V Winter Hawk; 
Anthony Bundy, F/V Addy C; Josh Camarillo, F/V Addy C; Kai Dendy, F/V Addy C; and Bo Cutting, 
F/V Addy C.  Port Commissioner Nick Edwards, F/V Investor, Inc.; and Ozzie Gregorio were present 
via telephone.   

1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER
Chair Nick Nylander called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m.

2. INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

3. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES

A. Approval of October 18, 2023 Meeting Minutes.

Kathy Hornstuen offered a correction to the minutes as presented in the packet.  Upon a motion by Lou 
Leberti (Second by Kyle Cox), the Charleston Advisory Committee Members voted to approve the 
October 18, 2023 Meeting Minutes, as corrected.  Motion Passed Unanimously. 

4. FINANCIAL DATA REVIEW
Financial Data was included in the meeting packet sent to Committee members.  Mike Dunning stated 
the Ice Plant continues to hurt Charleston’s financials.  It costs $198 to make a ton of ice, which is then 
sold for $100.  The Port still owes $4.7 million on the loan.   
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5. CURRENT PROJECTS UPDATE

Ray Dwire shared a Power Point presentation regarding current project updates.  The Marina office rehab 
has been completed by Port Maintenance staff.  The Inner Basin shower doors are done and set up with 
key card access.  G & H Dock gates are done.  The Ice Plant had a fan failure that caused it to be down.  
Maintenance staff installed the new fans at a cost of just over $40,000.  Mr. Dwire stated there had been 
numerous problems with those fans and the Port had been using loaner fans, but these are the replacement 
fans.  Charleston was the first of ten facilities to receive this upgrade.  The repair was not covered under 
warranty.  The Ice Plant was up and running on November 29, 2023 ahead of the goal of December 1. 
The plant had been down since October 6, 2023.   

Charleston’s skilled Maintenance staff continues to make improvements to the facility.  Mr. Dwire 
shared a picture showing a hole in a dock, and staff welding a plate over the hole as a temporary fix. 
This section at the end of D Dock will need a major replacement.  As it was, it was not safe for people 
to use.  Rather than closing this section of dock, staff installed the temporary fix which is expected to 
last two years.  Staff also built a ladder to access the chute of the Ice Plant where the ice is distributed.  
Staff now have a safer method to unclog the chute when needed.   

Mr. Dwire shared additional pictures of staff examining the section of D Dock needing repair and then 
the finished product, including a non-skid surface applied to the plate.  The dock piling project is coming 
up. Billeter Marine has a crane at the Transient dock right now and should be starting work either by the 
end of this week or first part of next week.  Plans now include adding four additional piling.  Originally 
there was eight piling and now it is 12, which includes four in the Shipyard, four in the Outer Basin, and 
four in the Inner Basin.  Total project cost is about $142,000.   

Mr. Dwire stated G & H Dock are now accessed by key card. This will be installed at a later date on 
additional docks. There will still be docks open to the public during the day for recreational use.  Docks 
having gated access only will greatly increase security.  Lou Leberti asked about public access to the 
docks for crabbing.  Mr. Dwire confirmed that some will be open to the public during the day.  The Inner 
Basin will be accessed only by boat owners.  Most people crab on the B or D Dock, or over at the DWF 
Dock.  Melissa Clemens asked if the intent was to prevent tourists from accessing the docks with the 
working boats.  Mr. Dwire stated that is not the intent.  Tourists will still be able to access the docks 
during the daytime.  Ms. Clemens asked who would be responsible if there were an accident.  Mr. Dwire 
stated that anytime someone accesses the docks they assume their own liability; there are signs at the 
dock heads.  Staff attempt to mitigate hazards but there are always risks.  This is another reason for 
vessels to have insurance.  Ms. Clemens stated there should be discussion of having crabbing only at 
tourist areas, so they are not accessing the docks where commercial boats are working.  Ms. Clemens 
stated another recent issue is fishermen not being able to find a place to park, suggesting a permitted 
parking area.  Mr. Dwire stated these ideas are worth considering.  

Mr. Leberti asked how many key card holders there would be per slip.  Mr. Dwire stated it will be one 
to start but then boat owners can request more as needed.  Mr. Dunning stated part of the reason for this 
change has been an attempt to attract more recreational boat owners to moor their vessels.  If they feel 
their vessel is secure, they are more likely to sign a longer-term moorage agreement.  This is only one 
dock for now, to see if the increased security brings an increase in revenue.  Kyle Cox stated this is a 
good balance.  The recreational users and tourists are a big part of the Charleston community, but people 
don’t need to be on the docks after 10 pm and this should keep that down.   
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Rick Lilienthal asked about the dumpster at F Dock being in the middle of the loading zone.  Mr. Dunning 
stated staff were spending an exorbitant amount of time hauling trash every day.  The dumpsters are 
intended for staff to spend more time doing dock work and less time dealing with trash.  Mr. Dunning 
stated staff are willing to hear ideas if there is somewhere better to place the dumpsters.   

Tyler Long stated that Port Security staff are available to help boat owners after hours if needed and 
suggested signs at the gates with contact information.  Mr. Dwire offered an additional update about the 
exit gates on the roads.  They are not locked yet, because staff are waiting for the installation of the fire 
department lock boxes to ensure emergency services have access to the facility after hours.  As soon as 
those get installed, the gates will be locked from 10 pm to 6 am.  There was concern about having access 
out, which has been addressed with a walk-through gate next to I Dock.  The road gates will be locked 
by Security at night and opened in the morning.  Access will be funneled through one entry point to help 
Security with better monitoring of the facility.  Mr. Cox stated the extra gates may be inconvenient but 
it is worth it to have less traffic.   

6. EXPIRATION OF COMMITTEE MEMBER TERM

Mr. Dunning stated those interested in joining the committee should apply.  Mr. Dwire shared that 
Michael Armstrong has been a member of the committee since 2004, and gave nearly 20 years of service. 
Mr. Nylander asked if Mr. Armstong had been contacted.  Mr. Dunning stated staff has reached out to 
him.  Information will be placed on the Port’s website on how to apply.   

7. CONNECTOREGON GRANT APPLICATION: SHIPYARD IMPROVEMENTS

Mr. Dunning stated at the last meeting it was discussed the Port may apply for a ConnectOregon grant 
for Shipyard improvements.  The travel lift slip was built over 40 years ago and is deteriorated.  The Port 
purchased a 100-ton travel lift in 2017 which has been used to its’ full capacity due to the limitations of 
the slip, which is only 40’ by 20’.  The Port is proposing an application to ConnectOregon to connect 
the two concrete docks along the old burnout dock by putting in a brand-new concrete dock with an 
apron.  Also included in the application will be to sheet pile behind that dock, and build a new slip that 
will provide a higher capacity and be 30’ wide and 70’ long.  The Port will not be asking for a new travel 
lift.  The 100-ton travel lift will continue to be utilized until such time in the future as a larger lift can be 
purchased, either by Giddings or the Port.  The application may also include an ask to put in a new 
floating dock by Dock 3.  The anticipated cost of this project is about $5 million.  The Port will need to 
provide a 30% match, or about $1.7 million.  The application is due at the end of February and is currently 
being drafted.   

The Port does not intend to go out further into the estuary because permitting would be a challenge.  The 
Port will leave Dock 1 runway and shift to the east on the other side to achieve the 30’ wide slip.  Then 
the slip would be extended inland into the Shipyard to go from 40’ to 70’ long.  There will need to be a 
new wash pad built.   

Mr. Cox asked about a wider travel lift.  Mr. Dunning stated a new travel lift is not included in the $5 
million application.  Mr. Cox then asked if there had been a study done on parking and how many slips 
would be lost.  Mr. Cox stated with lost slips there would be lost revenue and asked if the rates would 
remain the same.  Mr. Dunning stated currently Long Term is not being utilized as it should be.  There 
are about 23 boats that belong to the Port and are awaiting destruction.  Removing these boats will free 
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up space which can then be better utilized.  The Port restructured rates in Long Term recently to 
discourage people from leaving their boats to rot.   
 
Mr. Cox stated he is against the widening of the travel lift slip, due to the potential of not being able to 
get down the road.  The existing travel lift is already difficult to maneuver.  Mr. Cox stated if the slip is 
widened then a whole row of parking will be lost. If the parking then needed to accommodate larger 
boats, it would be even tighter.  Mr. Dunning stated this has been looked at and there is room in the 
current footprint of the Shipyard to do what the Port has planned.  Mr. Cox disagreed.   
 
Ed Fleming stated in 2017 when the new travel lift was purchased, the slip would handle 95% of the 
current fleet of Charleston.  The rest of the fleet would be handled with the rail ways.  Mr. Fleming stated 
it would be in the Port’s interest to use grant funds to improve the rail ways and leave the travel lift slip 
as is.  Mr. Fleming asked why rail ways were not being utilized.  Mr. Cox stated the ways are an old 
system and the lift is much easier and safer.  Mr. Cox stated there is an ongoing issue with a stalemate 
between the operator in the Shipyard and the property owner.  Mr. Cox stated for this reason the 
investment can’t be made, but hopefully the dynamic can change in the future.  Mr. Cox stated the Port 
is not taking into account that widening the travel lift slip would make working with the local fleet easier 
but would not accommodate the out of town fleet, and that is what brings in the big money.  Mr. Dunning 
stated the larger vessels are included in the study.  
 
Mr. Dunning stated the money isn’t there to put in a larger travel lift today.  Mr. Cox stated the money 
could be there if the investment was made.  He stated if the current travel lift slip is extended now, there 
would be no reason for the bigger travel lift in the future.  If the money were allocated to other places 
and the current slip left as is, the money would be there in the future to get the bigger travel lift and then 
the entire fleet would be satisfied.  Mr. Cox stated if small upgrades are done now, then the larger 
upgrades would not be done in the future.   
 
Mr. Dunning stated another consideration for this discussion should be the age of the slip.  At over 40 
years old, it has reached the end of its useful life.  In 2017, there was a study of the fleet metrics done 
including the Alaska and local fleets.  The slip as it is now can pull 92% of the local fleet.  If the slip 
were widened and extended, with the current travel lift, it would open the usage up to 98% of the fleet.  
Mr. Cox pointed out that millions of dollars would be spent to increase capacity by only 6%.  
 
Mr. Dunning responded that by bringing in the larger fleet, there would be additional considerations 
such as the need for additional large parking if there were to be multiple large vessels in the facility.  Mr. 
Cox stated that either way parking would be lost, and with current plans as much as half of the parking 
would be lost for a 6% gain.  With a larger travel lift, the number of large vessels pulled at one time 
would be limited.  Mr. Cox stated there is no way to widen the current travel lift without losing parking.  
Mr. Dunning stated there is plenty of space available in the Shipyard to widen the travel lift slip and 
keep the same number of spaces.  Mr. Cox and Mr. Dunning disagreed about this.  Mr. Dunning stated 
new spots would be created in long-term.  Mr. Cox argued the spots are already there and not being 
created, they are just occupied by junk boats.  Mr. Dunning stated the spots are not being created; rather 
the Shipyard will be reorganized to better utilize the available space.  Long-term spaces will be converted 
to short-term.  Mr. Cox asked how many spots there are currently, in both long-term and short-term, and 
whether changing the size of the spots would allow the same number of spots to be kept.   
 
Mr. Cox stated the Shipyard could and should be reorganized regardless of whether the slip is widened.  
Mr. Cox further stated the Port is comparing a current Shipyard with derelict boats that aren’t paying 
revenue to a future Shipyard as it could be with a wider travel lift.  There should be a comparison of the 
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Shipyard with it optimized both ways, and not leave out the option of optimizing it as it is now without 
slip improvements.  Mr. Cox stated the Port is leaving out this option, whether intentionally or not.   
 
Mr. Leberti asked if the derelict boats would be removed in the near future.  Mr. Dunning stated it was 
supposed to happen this year, but the revenue wasn’t there to complete the work.  It will be approximately 
$100,000 to rid of those boats.   
 
Rex Leach stated with the travel lift slip in the condition it is in, there are only a limited number of locals 
willing to haul out.  The decline in recent years of fisheries has led to many of the smaller boats barely 
hanging on.  Mr. Leach stated from his perspective as a boat owner, he would not haul both of his boats 
out at the same time.  He stated the local fleet is not likely to take the additional space freed up in the 
Shipyard. If the space in long-term is better utilized, then it would bring more money into the community.  
It makes sense to utilize the space by drawing larger boats in from out of the area.  Mr. Dunning stated 
there are plenty of boats that will be able to be hauled out with the current travel lift and a bigger slip.  
Another issue with a project for a larger slip extending into the water would be permitting and dredging.  
Mr. Leach stated there are issues with dredging there now; when backing out a 75’ boat it is hard to get 
back far enough to turn without hitting mud.  Mr. Dunning stated that shoal to the end of the existing 
slip is 135’.  Shaun Cutting disagreed, stating he has gotten stuck in the mud there at high tide.   
 
Mr. Cox stated the Port needs to put weight on what the facility users are saying; staff doesn’t use the 
facility in the same way customers do.  Mr. Cox asked why the Port would spend money to do something 
the customers don’t want.  Mr. Dunning stated that if nothing is done, the travel lift will degrade to 
nothing.  The slip needs to be fixed now, rather than waiting for more funding in the future for a larger 
lift.  The Port must balance the interest of all business lines and look at the whole picture.  
 
Mr. Cox stated that one big travel lift is not the best solution, and places like Fred Wahl have multiple 
sized lifts.  Mr. Dunning agreed.  Mr. Cox restated his belief that Port would lose revenue by widening 
the travel lift slip, because of the reduced parking in the Shipyard.   
 
Mr. Leach asked the maximum weight that could be lifted with the current travel lift.  Mr. Dunning stated 
its 220,000 pounds, over 100 tons.  Mr. Leach stated his vessel, the Ms. Julie, is 107 tons.  In order to 
haul out, as much gear and extra weight as possible must be removed.  Mr. Dunning stated this is the 
reason the Port wants to “over-build” the travel lift slip, so that in the future there is an opportunity for 
a larger travel lift to be utilized in that slip.  Mr. Cox stated it seems like a lot of work for only a small 
gain.  Mr. Dunning stated the slip must be repaired before it fails.   
 
Mr. Long stated a solution that would mitigate both issues might be to divide the Shipyard and sell to 
Giddings.  The Port would still have a Shipyard and the private businesses could invest in their 
infrastructure for the larger boats they want to cater to.  Ms. Hornstuen stated that is out of the jurisdiction 
of the Charleston Advisory Committee and needs to be presented to the Board of Commissioners.   
 
Mr. Cox stated his concern with losing the ways.  Mr. Dunning stated the ways could be fixed.  Mr. Cox 
stated it would be an expensive temporary option with an archaic design.  Mr. Dunning stated the Port 
has estimates to repair that, and it is $250,000 for a new system with substructure.  Mr. Dunning stated 
the slip needs to be repaired regardless of whether the ways are repaired.  Mr. Cox stated he would be 
interested in funding repair of the ways, and there needs to be further discussion.  Mr. Dunning agreed.   
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Mr. Long stated the Port needs money to address the travel lift slip and selling to the private business in 
the Shipyard looking to invest and modernize could be mutually beneficial and quicker than applying 
for grants.  Ms. Hornstuen restated this needs to be presented to the Commissioners.   
 
Meeting Break at 1:12 p.m.  Reconvene at 1:18 p.m. 
 
 
8. PUBLIC HOIST DISCUSSION  
 
Mr. Dwire stated there was a situation that came up where Port staff had to look at usage of the public 
hoist and dock.  A statement was issued when the dock was shut down, which read in part:  
 

“At the Port of Coos Bay we are committed to ensuring the stability and prosperity of our 
maritime community while safeguarding the assets of the port. I wanted to write and shed some 
light on recent developments within our local fishing industry at the Charleston Marina and keep 
you all informed.  I realize it is easy for information to get passed along and sometimes people 
don’t have all the facts. If you have more questions that aren’t answered here, please reach out 
to me directly and I’ll do my best to get you what you need.” 
 

The Port owns a public hoist, which has historically been available to load and offload vessel gear.  It is 
located at the Ice Dock.  On average, the hoist has been used less than 12 hours per year since 2014.  The 
Port charges $27.50 per hour to lease the hoist and has no record of the hoist being used for sustained 
commercial offloading.  The hoist has likely been used for sporadic commercial offloading, but nothing 
close to the level of usage seen a few weeks ago.  Recently, mobile live catch buyers have started utilizing 
the dock and the hoist for commercial offloading of live crab.  Due to this expanded use of the hoist, the 
Port became aware of damage to the dock.  The Port closed the dock for approximately 48 hours to work 
diligently on an equitable solution and new interim protocols.  The Port reached out and met directly 
with those involved to find a fair resolution.  This response was not unilateral but involved robust 
engagement with stakeholders.  The Port developed a protocol for the remainder of the season that 
predominantly utilized pre-existing requirements.  This includes insurance requirements for mobile 
buyers, additional dock inspections, and a small surcharge that will go to protecting Port infrastructure.  
Mr. Dwire emphasized that the Port’s intent is to maintain a balanced approach that safeguards the 
interests of all parties involved and the public infrastructure.  As a facilitator of the dock, the Port would 
like to be the one that ensures people have all the right information with constructive and transparent 
dialogue.  Mr. Dwire encouraged anyone who has questions to reach out to him.   
 
Mr. Dwire shared a photo of a side-by-side comparison of the new Ice Plant with the old.  The dock is 
the same size but the new Ice Plant is much larger leaving much less dock space to move around on.  
The public hoist area is limited to a very small footprint, and not the best place to offload a large quantity 
of cargo.  Port staff estimates there was over 300,000 pounds of crab offloaded in two weeks.  This is 
great for the fishermen and the industry, but not the best feasible place to offload that amount of cargo.  
Port staff must look at the safety of all people involved as well as the infrastructure.    
 
The end of the dock is a new concrete dock and very stable.  But when the Ice Plant was replaced in 
2019, the approach to the dock was not replaced.  The approach was overlaid with 3’ by 12’ planks to 
prolong its life.  There are failing piling that will be replaced with the next piling project.  The structure 
is not there to support the usage seen in recent weeks.  
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Mr. Dwire shared photos of concrete damage where a truck recently ran off the dock and got stranded.  
Luckily, the driver did not end up going into the water and was able to use four-wheel drive to get out.  
This happened during a recent offload.  There has been damage to pile hoops, which are not designed 
for large boats to be tying up.  There are fresh chips of damage to the concrete on the dock.  A marina 
customer argued these are not recent.  Mr. Dwire stated Port staff picked up the pieces.   
 
A marina customer asked if there was a no trespassing sign at the head of the dock, and asked who was 
out there.  Mr. Dwire stated it was the fishermen and crab buyers.  A marina customer stated it is upsetting 
that one individual can ruin things for everyone.  Mr. Dwire stated there were multiple incidents and 
there needs to be a process that allows better control.  Ms. Hornstuen asked where the live buyers are 
supposed to offload.  Mr. Dunning stated that is not the place; that approach dock has been a long-time 
concern.  There needs to be another alternative.  Mr. Long replied that a solution could be the Lazio 
dock; although it is currently leased, it is not being used for its intended purpose.  It’s in an out of the 
way spot, has deepwater access and a hoist.  There’s plenty of maneuverability there, as opposed to the 
Ice Dock having very little room leading to some close calls with big boats.  Mr. Long stated he’s unsure 
what the current lease is on the Lazio dock but it should be repurposed for the public good.  
 
Mr. Dunning stated it took 48 hours when the dock was closed because staff was doing research.  Staff 
looked at data from the last five years at how much that hoist was being used, on average about 15 hours 
per year.  Mr. Cutting stated he used the hoist for close to 40 last year and unloaded 30,000 pounds of 
crab.  Mr. Dunning stated that if the Port gives up a lease, it must ensure that revenue is not lost.  That 
average of only 15 hours per year is not going to make up the lease payment.  Ms. Clemens asked about 
the Port’s responsibility to the fishermen.  Since the 2013 master plan it has been in the works that there 
is supposed to be a public buying station for fisherman.  Ms. Clemens asked if it is more detrimental to 
let a property sit even if there is lease revenue, than to let it be utilized to help promote a lifeline for 
fishermen.   Mr. Dunning stated the usage seen recently is unprecedented and in order to give up a lease 
revenue, there needs to be some guarantee of continued revenue.   
 
Mr. Leach stated he made a $40,000 difference selling to the live buyer, as opposed to his usual buyer 
for the last four years.  Mr. Cox asked if the lease on the dock could be offered to the new buyer that 
came in.  Mr. Dunning stated the contract of the lease would have to be looked at before anything could 
be done.  Mr. Cutting stated there has been about 2.5 million pounds of crab bought here.  The new buyer 
kept the price up $0.50 per pound.  That’s over $1 million for the community of Charleston.  This buyer 
bought over 300,000 pounds.  Mr. Dunning stated this is an interim solution for an unprecedented event 
and now is the time to have a discussion on how this could work in the future.  Locations are limited.  
There is Point Adams, which has shoaling issues again.  The Port is spending $250,000 to work with the 
US Army Corps to get them to take over the maintenance, but that could still be two years.  The area 
was just dredged to -10, and now one year later on the east end the sand is already about the high-water 
mark.  The dredge window this year has passed, and the state dredge will be at another port next year.  
The other location would be the Lazio dock.  A marina customer stated that area near Point Adams is 
dangerous.  Mr. Dunning stated he had just sent another email to the Corps about this issue.  The Port 
dredged the area within the prism, but the Army Corps didn’t dredge their prism so all of that material 
is silting.  Mr. Dunning stated the Point Adams dock and building were looked at by engineers about 
four years ago, and the substructure of the dock is in great shape.   
 
A marina customer stated if the area isn’t dredged in the next six months, nobody will be able to get back 
there and asked why the Port can’t dredge.  Mr. Dwire stated the dredge belongs to the State and they 
determine who and when it is utilized.  Mr. Dunning stated he has worked with the Corps over this issue, 
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and asked people to send him an email with the information as it comes up.  That can be forwarded to 
the Corps district office so there are multiple voices expressing the same concern.   
 
Ms. Clemens stated there are fishermen here locally that are clamoring for live buyers and a space to 
accommodate that.  Not having ready access is costing the fishermen thousands of dollars.  Ten years 
ago in the master plan, there were supposed to be plans to accommodate this.  Mr. Dunning says there 
hasn’t been much discussion since that was put in the master plan until now.   
 
Mr. Leach stated the last two years of the fishing industry have been horrible.  Mr. Long stated that the 
Port of Umpqua had a similar situation with their public hoist.  They ran into issues with staffing and 
scheduling, so they leased the dock to one company to run it.  Mr. Long also stated it’s not fair to local 
businesses for someone to come in and have the public buying facility for only $27.50 an hour, when 
businesses are paying a lease payment and have insurance and other costs.    
 
There was debate about whether other ports are charging a landing fee to transient buyers. Mr. Dwire 
stated ports are charging a range of $0.06 to $0.15 per pound, and some require buyers to hire their 
personnel to operate the hoist.  The Port of Newport has multiple hoists but charges for a forklift driver 
and hoist operator.  Mr. Dunning stated the fee is being charged to protect the infrastructure of the dock.  
The dock is over 50 years old and when time comes to replace it, it’s likely going to be $3-5 million.  
Ms. Hornstuen stated it may be to the Port’s advantage to get the Lazio lease back.   
 
Mr. Dunning stated the solution currently in place is temporary and the Port will look at other solutions.  
Mr. Dwire stated the poundage fee was the last solution discussed; it’s not about the Port making money, 
it is about protecting the assets.  Mr. Dwire stated the Port already has regulations in place, including a 
requirement for business licenses and insurance.   
 
Mr. Cutting asked if there were lease stipulations about usage and whether the Port required use of leased 
facilities, stating the fishermen need access to a public buying space and that is not currently available.  
Mr. Dunning stated the lease will be reviewed.    
 
Ms. Hornstuen asked about the master plan.  Mr. Dunning stated the Port is due to update the Port-wide 
strategic plan and Charleston will be included in that.  Ms. Hornstuen stated the planning process had 
included meetings where ideas were brainstormed and then gathered into the plan.  Mr. Dunning stated 
the process should be very similar, but Charleston will be incorporated into the Port’s plan.   
 
A marina customer asked about road maintenance leading to Point Adams, and if that were to become a 
public buying space who would then be responsible for the road maintenance.  Mr. Dunning stated that 
would be included in the lease.   
 
Mr. Dwire stated the current solution is temporary and alternatives will be looked at for the coming 
years.  Regardless of the direction the Port takes, the rules and regulations will remain in place requiring 
business licenses and insurance.  Mr. Cox stated these rules need to be enforced in the Shipyard as well.  
Mr. Dwire agreed.  Mr. Dunning encouraged people who see something to speak up and say something; 
talk to Mr. Dwire and let him know.   
 
9. ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON FACILITIES MAINTENANCE NEEDS  
 
Mr. Nylander thanked everyone for their passion and welcomed their input, then proposed to adjourn the 
meeting at 1:58 p.m.  
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10. PUBLIC & COMMITTEE COMMENT  
 
Mr. Long stated there is a public comment portion of the meeting, although most have said what they 
came to say.  Mr. Dunning stated the Port does not want to get involved in the markets.  The Port needs 
to protect its infrastructure, and that was the reason for the dock closure.   
 
There was further discussion of the Lazio dock for a public buying space.   
 
Ozzie Gregorio stated he had joined the meeting late, but wanted to ensure his concerns were addressed.  
Mr. Gregorio asked the following questions, specifically to Mr. Dwire and Mr. Dunning, as to who the 
complaint had come from regarding the damage to the dock; also, who had thrown the nails in the parking 
lot that caused the flat tire to the semi; and then what justified the Port stopping his business operations 
for 48 hours with no intention to make his company whole again.   
 
Mr. Gregorio stated he moved nearly $900,000 worth of crab from this location.  Mr. Gregorio stated he 
has costs associated with payroll and having his crew on hand, and to then have the dock closed caused 
damages to his company.  The fishermen are dependent on being provided services that were not 
available.  Mr. Gregorio stated something needs to be done to solve the problem; the fishermen are at a 
loss and his company is at a loss.  Mr. Gregorio stated he should not be penalized for offering a service 
that was previously unavailable.   
 
Mr. Gregorio asked if other fish buyers are required to have workers’ compensation coverage.  Mr. Dwire 
stated the longshoreman’s coverage is required for anyone who works over the water.  Mr. Gregorio 
stated if everyone needs to be operating the right way, then it should be everyone.  If a transient buyer 
has to pay the poundage fee, then all buyers should have to pay the fee.  Mr. Gregorio argued he should 
have the same rights as those who already have a presence in Charleston, and that there is no difference 
between him and them.   
 
Mr. Dunning stated the difference is that those others pay for a lease to have their presence in Charleston 
and they are not required to pay the poundage fee because of the lease.  Mr. Gregorio stated he pays 
$100 a month for a business license and that should entitle him to tenancy; it’s a contract the same as a 
lease.  Mr. Dunning stated it is not the same.  There is no tenancy provision with the business license.  
Mr. Dwire stated the business license gives the holder permission to conduct business on Port property.  
Mr. Gregorio stated his concern is that the fishermen in Charleston need to have access to services.  
 
Nick Edwards stated this meeting included a lot of different perspectives and shared appreciation for the 
Shipyard discussion.  This will be a big project, and there is no guarantee the Port will get the grant.  Mr. 
Edwards stated the other item he wanted to share with the committee was regarding aids to navigation.  
Mr. Edwards stated he took a ride with George from the Coos Bay Pilots and marked the Charleston 
channel with GPS readings.  Safe navigation needs to be included with the project proposal.   
 
 
11. NEXT MEETING DATE 
The next meeting is scheduled for April 2024. 
 
 
12. ADJOURN 
The meeting concluded at 2:19 p.m.   
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Financial Data 

Review
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Preliminary

Actual Budget $ Diff % Diff Last FY $ Diff % Diff Projected Budget % Diff

Charleston Operating Income 1,617,516 1,841,594 (224,078) (12%) 1,774,127 (156,612) (9%) 2,322,487 2,546,565 (9%)

Charleston Personnel Expenses 617,692 648,336 (30,643) (5%) 500,789 116,903 23% 816,448 847,091 (4%)
Charleston Operating Expenses 920,335 1,196,791 (276,456) (23%) 1,009,728 (89,393) (9%) 1,321,542 1,597,998 (17%)
Charleston Total Expenses 1,538,027 1,845,127 (307,100) (17%) 1,510,517 27,510 2% 2,137,990 2,445,089 (13%)

Charleston Operating Results 79,489 (3,533) 83,022       (2350%) 263,610 184,122    (70%) 184,498 101,476 (82%)
Other Income 21,690 32,000 (10,310) (32%) 129,905 (108,215) (83%) 21,690 32,000 (32%)
Other Expense 659,556 706,403 (46,847)     (7%) 464,962 194,594    42% 727,075 773,922 (6%)
Net Other Income (637,866) (674,403) 36,537       5% 70,805 708,671    (1001%) (705,385) (741,922) (5%)
Charleston Net Results (558,377) (677,936) 119,559    18% (71,447) 486,930    682% (520,887) (640,446) (19%)

For Period Jul 2023 through Mar 2024

Year to Date Year End
Jul 2023 - Mar 2024 Prior FYTD vs Current FYTD Jul 2023 - Jun 2024

Charleston Marina Advisory Committee Report - General Fund - Charleston
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Charleston Marina is showing an operating 
result of a $79K gain compared to a budgeted 
loss of $4K, which is $83K better than plan.
This is due, in part, to the following factors:
• Year to date expenses are underspent by

about 17%.  Operating expenses are 
underspent due to lower than projected 
revenues to date.

Based on current information, if 
Charleston would perform to budget 
for the remaining fiscal year the  
projected operating result would end 
the year $83K better than budget.

Charleston Marina Advisory Committee Report Printed: 5/1/2024
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